COCOON MEDIA-LOUNGE
CREATE YOUR ZONE WITH COCOON
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ADD LIFE TO YOUR LIBRARY
Create a room within a room
With the Cocoon Media-Lounge we have found a way of blending the real world with the digital world, creating a specialised zone within
a given space, that can be used for both work and play. Whether the zone is a study zone for concentration or focus; or a gaming zone for
play and fun, the innovative design of the Cocoon Media-Lounge allows you to reduce the scale of a large area and create a more intimate
setting with its own unique purpose.
Be inspired by the models shown, besides the four standard lounges we are also able to create unique lounges such as Laboratory
Lounges and 3D-printer-Lounges, that tailor to your individual needs for a zone in your library.

COCOON

kids

-LOUNGE L & X L

This is the place where kids can have fun
without disturbing the rest of the library.
The kids can play games and watch TV
inside the lounge, while the outside is used
for display and storage.
Two models are available - L and XL depending on if seating is required in both
sides of the Lounge. Add graphics to the
sides of the Lounge to create just the right
atmosphere.
Cocoon Kids-Lounge L

COCOON

gaming

Cocoon Kids-Lounge XL

-LOUNGE
The Cocoon Gaming-Lounge is ideally placed in the teens or children’s section of the
library.
On the inside you will find a comfortable seating area with a screen mount installed on
the opposite wall. Gaming devices can be securely locked away in a box underneath the
screen. To ensure great sound within the Gaming-Lounge, you can install a Sonus Sound
Shower system.
Use the many steel displays on the outside to show the latest computer games. Steel
shelves are included, but you can also install browsers and many other function from the
Ratio shelving system for both storage and display.

Cocoon Gaming-Lounge

The Cocoon series is delivered in standard in white (RAL9016)
melamine coated particle board. The interior is available as
standard in three different bright and rich colours of 2 mm
felt, but is also available in other colours upon request.

Purple - 9402

Green - 9403

Grey - 9404

COCOON

compUter

-LOUNGE L & XL

The Cocoon Computer-Lounge is ideal as
an independent study/gaming/work area.
The lounge is available in 2 models - L and
XL - based on either 2 or 4 computers. The
lounge is installed with fixed tables and
screen mounts.
Depending on choice of model, you can
use the exterior surfaces for display on the
high gloss display panel or steel shelves.
You can also install browsers and many
other function from the Ratio shelving
system for both storage and display in the
module with two bays.

COCOON

Cocoon Computer-Lounge XL

Cocoon Computer-Lounge L

WORKING-LOUNGE PREMIUM & EXCLUSIVE
Create a zone for students and work
groups with the Cocoon Working-Lounge.
The lounge is available in two models Premium and Exclusive. Both models
are delivered as standard with table
and integrated spots in the ceiling. The
Exclusive model is furthermore delivered
with a screen support, cable plug-in as well
as a back wall that creates a ”cave” like
atmosphere.

Cocoon Working-Lounge Premium

Cocoon Working-Lounge Exclusive

Do not disturb!

Show it off!

Be creative!

Turn it on!

The acoustic properties
ensure that sound is
contained within the
Cocoon Media-Lounge
so other library users are
not disturbed.

Use the display area
outside the Cocoon
Media-Lounge to show off
the latest new medias and
to create theme areas in
the library.

Use lighting and
graphics on the Cocoon
Media-Lounge to create
unique and bespoke
zoning solutions

Install screens, sound
and computers in the
Cocoon Media-Lounge
to create a digital zone.

FACTS
Product details
The Cocoon Media-Lounge is built up around a modular concept consisting of 2 basic sides, a ceiling and a floor (a top ceiling can be
added to the lounge, if the Cocoon Media-Lounge is placed in an area, where it is viewed from above). The two basic side modules are
with various designs, functions and options depending on needs and requirements.

MODELS
We offer seven standard models of
Cocoon Media-Lounge:
Cocoon Kids-Lounge L
Cocoon Kids-Lounge XL
Cocoon Gaming-Lounge
Cocoon Computer-Lounge L
Cocoon Computer-Lounge XL
Cocoon Working Lounge Premium
Cocoon Working Lounge Exclusive

MATERIAL

USE WITH RATIO

The lounges are made of E-1 quality
melamine coated particle board
with ABS edges, and are delivered
as standard in Traffic white (RAL
9016). The 2 mm wool felt is
available in three standard colours.
Other colours are available upon
request.

One of the modules is constructed
for use with browsers and functions
from the Ratio shelving system.

OPTIONS

DIMENSIONS

There are several ways to customize
both the interior and exterior of your
lounge:

The smallest Media-Lounge is
W2544 x D1815 x H2100 mm
(100.15"W x 71.46"D x 82.68"H) and
the largest is
W2808 x D1815 x H2100 mm
(110.55"W x 71.46"D x 82.68"H)

Print and graphics on the sides
Upward lighting to ceiling
Various IT-equipment
LED spots (standard in some
lounges)

